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ELCOME TO THE FALL 2018
issue of Heady Times. In this
issue you’ll find all kinds of
great information on what is typically
a busy selling season (AugustOctober). The students are returning
and Tucson fills back up. And while
Tucson isn’t 100% recovered from the
recession, we are definitely on our
way. Median home prices are at an
all-time high, downtown continues to
grow, University of Arizona enrollment
is still rising and business is good
here in the Old Pueblo.
We’ve been lucky enough to
experience some growth in the
beer world as well, mostly driven by
changing consumer trends. What’s
hot right now? Hard seltzers. From

What’s hot right now?
Hard seltzers.

White Claw to Truly and Henry’s Spiked Sparkling Water to Smirnoff Spiked
Sparkling Seltzer, this business is booming. Driven by consumer demand for
flavor and healthier options, hard seltzers continue to grow volume and share.
The really good news here is REPEAT PURCHASE. Once consumers try these
products, they buy them again and again. If you haven’t added any of these to
your line-up, it’s worth taking a second look and talking to your Route Manager.
No surprise that Mexican imports are also performing above average in the
market. Casa Modelo is growing fast, and MillerCoors’ acquisition of Sol has
given this brand new life. Craft beers also continue to experience growth, even
if it has slowed a bit. Locally we’ve seen Firestone Walker’s 805 explode in the
market, along with gains from Arizona brewers like Tucson’s own Dragoon, and
Huss and SanTan out of Phoenix.
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Coors Light’s alliance with University of Arizona Athletics will continue as we
welcome new head football coach Kevin Sumlin. Check out the Programs
section of the magazine to see more football and other great consumer-facing
campaigns from our brands.
As always, I want to thank you for your business and your continued partnership.
Cheers,

Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

Dennis Shields
President

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Find Out More About Finley’s Employees
Dave “Oppie” Oppenheimer
Off-Premise Sales Supervisor

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? My career at Finley
Distributing started 34 years ago when a cousin of mine who was a
salesman asked me if I wanted to drive a beer truck. I said “Hell Yes!” Back
in 1997 I asked our Sales Manager at the time, Dennis Shields, if I could
join the sales team. After he laughed at me he took me under his wing,
and now here I am.
What parts of town do you service? Tucson’s east side.
How do you provide the best customer service? Customer service
is the most important detail in sales. I coach our team to take as much
time as they can to learn everything about the people they come in
contact with. Building relationships is extremely important; always treat
people like you would want to be treated; and make sure you have a
positive attitude. Attitude is everything!
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? Miller
Lite (it’s always been kind to me)
What do you do when you’re not working? I never sit. I spend about
90% of my time outside, including lots of barbeques with friends and family.
For a very long time we owned a pontoon boat and were a lake family. After
retiring the boat I spent 10 years as a weekend warrior at a mule breeding
ranch in the Mule Mountains welding and performing other ranch tasks
(and snuck in a little hunting). Now I’m blessed to own a small piece of

property in east Tucson where I always have
projects going on.
Tell us a little about your family. My wife,
Stacy, and I met in our late teens and have
been married for 34 years. I’m beyond
fortunate to have a wife like her who has
put up with me for such a long time. We
have a shepherd mix, Thor, who brings
us lots of joy but, ironically, our “God of
Thunder” is afraid of it.

Joe Chavez
Driver

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I’ve been with
Finley 37 years.
What parts of town do you service? My areas of delivery are East
Broadway, Golf Links and 22nd Street. I also service southwest Valencia,
Irvington, Ajo, and Nogales.
How do you provide the best customer service? I provide the best
customer service by being courteous and listening to my customer, doing
the best I can do, and making sure the customer is happy when I leave.
I put myself in their place and that makes it easy.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? My
favorite beer is Miller Lite. I started drinking it back in the early ’80s. I’ll
never forget Mrs. Finley’s license plate, “MS LITE”.
What do you do when you’re not working? When I’m not working
I’m a trumpet player with The Festival Band here in Tucson. We play in
nightclubs, and at all kinds of functions. I also enjoy welding.

Tell us a little about your family. I’ve
been married to my wife, Lupe, for almost
39 years. I have three daughters, Suzanne,
Roczanne, and Rozanne, and a son, Joe.
I also have three grandchildren: Abryana,
Mya, and Alexis.
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CoverSTORY
Under New Management
Nuno Teles Takes the Reins for Guinness & Smirnoff Ice in the USA

W

HEN IT WAS ANNOUNCED IN
February that Nuno Teles, former
Chief Marketing Officer at Heineken
USA, had been tapped to be Diageo Beer Co.
USA’s next president, the industry consensus
was that the new hire was a homerun. With
fourteen years of international experience
in Portugal, the Netherlands, Brazil and
America, Teles brings a unique skillset to
a portfolio that has already seen net sales
grow at a considerable clip. In his arsenal
Nuno Teles holding iconic Guinness Gilroy poster are two of the industry’s most trusted brands
(Guinness and Smirnoff Ice), authentic stories about quality and heritage
and consistent programming in both the on and off-premise.
Heady Times sat down with Teles for an exclusive interview to learn more
about what he sees on the horizon and how he plans to build upon his
brands’ momentum.

And with the upcoming August opening of
the new Guinness Open Gate Brewery and
Barrel House in Maryland, Diageo has the
perfect opportunity to showcase beers like
Guinness Blonde and experimental brews
to American drinkers, who have a reputation
for trying new and bold beers. “The U.S.
is certainly one of the most dynamic and
exciting beer markets in the world right now,
and our whole operation in Maryland is
geared toward innovation,” explains Teles.
“Since we have three brewhouses on site
in Maryland, we really have the liberty to
try out some interesting stuff, especially
through barrel-aged brewing.”

“I

’m joining Diageo Beer Co. at an incredible time,” says Teles, who
spent more than a decade working his way up Heineken’s ranks. “Over
the past four years, Diageo has grown considerably, with Diageo Beer
Co. USA net sales growing 4.4% in [the first half of 2018].” But with
all this success, Teles maintains that to continue this growth, his team
“must focus on building momentum in a sustainable way.”
Of course, challenges persist. Especially in today’s
beer market, as we’re seeing more breweries
pop up every day. Whereas other brands might
see this as a threat, Teles sees opportunity.
“Consumers are looking for great-tasting beer
with provenance, heritage and storytelling.
Guinness has stood the test of time, as they’ve
been brewing great beers for 259 years.” The data
supports Teles’ claim. While many on-premise
accounts are in the grip of “rotation nation” fever,
Guinness Draught remains one of the strongest tap handles in the
business, with lasting power and consistency that other brands would,
quite frankly, kill for.
“The way we view it is, brands don’t stick around for more than two
centuries without being loved,” says Teles. “We’ve found that people like
to feel connected to the beer they’re drinking. So, when they’re reaching
for a pint of Guinness, they’re not just getting a beer, they’re also
reminded of the roots, heritage and history that come along with it.”

Guinness’ world-famous stouts are
brewed in Ireland
2

It’s true that when people think of Guinness, most
think of Guinness Draught. But what even the most
ardent beer fan might not know, is that Guinness
Draught, as we know it today, was not available until
1959. In the years before Guinness Draught caught
fire, the brewers made their name creating many
different porters and stouts. Innovative craft brewing
has always been in Guinness’ DNA and Teles believes
that tapping back into the company’s creative roots is
one of the ways Diageo stays ahead of the game.
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Visitors to the new Guinness Open Gate Brewery and Barrel House
can sample experimental brews

This distinction is important to Teles and
Diageo, as they have no plans to brew
their world-famous stouts at the Maryland
location. “All the Guinness stouts that
Americans have come to
love will still be brewed
in Dublin.” The new
brewery will be home
to Guinness Blonde, as
well as “some pretty
exciting releases that
you wouldn’t necessarily
expect from Guinness.”
Guinness Blonde itself
has been an important initiative for Teles
and his team. Whereas some American
drinkers might be unenthusiastic about
stouts, and associate Guinness solely with
those dark, roasty styles, Guinness Blonde
creates a new opportunity. With Guinness
Blonde, retailers can now play off the
reliability of the Guinness brand name,
and sell an American lager style that is
much more recognizable and accessible to
beer drinkers on this side of the pond.

CoverSTORY
What’s New for Diageo?
With some of the most familiar and
recognizable brands in the industry, Diageo
continues to push the envelope with new
products. Here are just a few of their new and
innovative offerings.

Smirnoff Raspberry Rosé
Spiked Sparkling Seltzer
Smirnoff Flavored Malt Beverages,
another cornerstone of Diageo’s portfolio,
are continuing to dominate a category
that increasingly has a long, bright future.
“Smirnoff Ice was one of the originators
of the [FMB] category and is still growing
volume and share, as it’s currently the #2
FMB brand,” says Teles. Diageo’s strategy
with Smirnoff FMBs remains the same,
bring value to consumers with quality
liquids and a brand they trust. That simple
yet hyper-focused game plan has won
the hearts (and stomachs) of many new
customers. “As we launch new products,
we’ve seen our consumer base expand
and become more diverse, which is
exciting. We’ve evolved to a more even
split between male and female drinkers,
and with seltzers, we’re attracting new
consumers who may be focused on
being mindful of things like calories
and carbs.”
This year Teles and his team launched a
new brand: Smirnoff Ice Smash. With
flavors like Lemon+Lime, Peach+Mango
and Screwdriver, these 16 oz. cans are
familiar flavor combos dialed up (8% ABV)
to wind up for a party or wind down at the
end of the day. “With such high demand
for higher-ABV, single serve cans, we think
Smash has fantastic potential,” says Teles.
“The can format opens up a new occasion
for consumers looking for convenience.”

“We are a leader in hard seltzer and
the segment is absolutely on fire,” says
Nuno Teles. On developing their new
Raspberry Rosé Spiked Sparkling Seltzer,
Teles says, “We know from experience
that people look for flavorful drinks, so
for the seltzer segment, we will continue
to bring on-trend and innovative flavors.”

Guinness Gilroy Cans
Guinness’ beloved Gilroy cans will
return this fall. This year’s 14.9 oz
cans, adorned with a celebration of
Guinness’ rich history, will feature
ostrich artwork from the 1930s.

Harp Redesign
Diageo’s traditional pale
lager is getting a brand-new
look! The new graphics and
tasting notes featured on the
package are sure to engage
and attract new consumers.

With renowned brands like Guinness and
Smirnoff, consistent programming and
authentic stories about quality and heritage,
Teles is set to deliver on Diageo Beer Co.’s
high ambitions. “We’re a leader,” says
Teles. “For us, the secret to success is
to continue to do what we’ve done since
1759, which is to make great products and
share our story.”
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.27
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Luc “Bobo” Van Mechelen
Chimay’s Soulful Suds Still Matter

B

REWED BY TRAPPIST MONKS SINCE 1862 AT THE
Abbey of Scourmont in Belgium, Chimay’s four ales
(which routinely appear on Best World-Class Beer
lists) have preserved the monastic brewing tradition,
inspired American craft brewers and fueled a myriad of
charitable works. With so much history and community
support riding on Chimay sales, you could almost say that
Luc “Bobo” Van Mechelen, Chimay’s American Brand
Ambassador, is doing God’s work on behalf of the monks.

Here’s the abbreviated gospel of Chimay
according to Van Mechelen.
1. T rappist monks (there are only 11 Trappist monasteries
in the world today) originally brewed beer to get them
through the Lenten fast. Now the beer is brewed to
sustain the monastery and fund charitable programs.
2. T he monks’ dedication to quality and local farmers,
who supply the brewers with pesticide-free ingredients,
supports the local economy and preserves a way of life. Beer industry veteran Luc Van Mechelen begged the monks for years to put Chimay on
3. T he water used to brew Chimay comes exclusively from
the abbey’s own wells. And all the grains come from
the region.

draught. “I had to explain to them that in America people look at the draught list before the
bottle list.”

4. A
 lthough the hops used to make the beer today are from Germany,
after WWII the monks purchased hops from the U.S. to thank
American soldiers, who liberated Belgium from Nazi occupation. The
decision to purchase German hops was made only after the cost of
importing American hops became prohibitive.
5. Less than 350,000 cases of Chimay are sold in the U.S. every year.
6. Chimay Première (Red) was the first beer brewed at the monastery
in 1862. It’s a dubbel (7% ABV) with a silky mouth feel and aromas
of malt, apricot and black currant.

What Exactly is
Trappist Beer?
To be deemed an
authentic Trappist beer, the
three rules of the International
Trappist Association must
be observed.

7. C
 himay Cinq Cents (500 in French) was named in honor of Prince
Chimay’s title, which was 500 years-old when he received it. Also
called White, this honey-colored triple (8% ABV) has heavenly scents
of yeast and hops.

1. T he beer must be
brewed within the walls
of a monastery by
Trappist monks or under
their supervision.

8. C
 himay Grand Réserve (Blue), first brewed as a Christmas beer, has
port-like aromas of dark fruit, nutmeg and black pepper. Your taste
buds are treated to sensations of plum and malt with firm bitterness.
The flavors change and improve over time, so age it for 5, 10, even
20 years, if you can resist the temptation to drink it sooner.

2. T he brewery is of secondary
importance to the
monastery. It cannot be a
profit-making venture.

9. C
 himay Dorée (French for gold) was named for the gold capsule on
its bottle. Originally brewed for the monks’ own consumption, Dorée
wasn’t released for sale until 2013. At just 4.8%, it’s an easy-drinking
ale made with coriander and orange peel.
10. C
 himay Trappist ales continue to inspire American craft brewers.
Taste the beers that helped launch the craft ale craze in the U.S.
and help the monks’ charitable endeavors, if you need a reason to
drink these great beers.
4
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3. T he income covers living
expenses of the monks and
maintenance of the building
and grounds, whatever
money remains is to be
donated to charity.

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Express at DMAFB

E

XPRESS, LOCATED ON DAVIS MONTHAN AIR FORCE BASE, EXISTS
to serve those who serve. Equal parts gas station, convenience
store and liquor shop, Express has a little something for everyone.
With DM’s 123rd anniversary approaching, Heady Times sits down with
Base Exchange General Manager Mikel Hunter and Express Warehouse
Receiver Vicky Harrison to talk about the roll Express plays on base.
Heady Times (HT): Where’s the go-to place to buy beer on base?
Mikel Hunter (MH): The military used to take care of their own
operation of liquor. When they decided they didn’t want to do it anymore,
we took over. Everyone had this separate Class Six liquor store, but
we’ve included it now into an Express facility. We changed the branding
about seven or eight years ago and kept the name Express.
HT: How do you decide what beers to bring in?
Vicky Harrison (VH): Headquarters sets up a planogram to keep track
of what the big sellers are, and then we always try to bring in things that
are new to market.
MH: So, basically, the planograms are set by headquarters and our
buying office. That’s stuff that we are automatically getting in to our back
of house. They give us the top-selling beers and then, if you have the
space, you get the French items and some of the smaller brands. Then
on top of that, our vendor reps also come in to offer up the newest and
greatest beers to try out.
HT: What does Express offer beer drinkers that they can’t find
off base?
MH: We’re a one-stop-shop. Before you head home you can stop at
Express to gas up your car, and then go inside to get everything you
need. Our staff is doing a phenomenal job making sure our shelves
are always stocked. Plus we typically have better prices than what’s
offered off base. There’s no taxes, so that makes a big difference. That’s
definitely a benefit. I think our customer also realizes that when they
spend money on the installation, it goes back to the installation. All of
those factors play a role. We have a great assortment of beers, so I think
we have something for every customer’s need.
HT: Davis Monthan was recently awarded the 2018 Commander in
Chief’s Annual Award for Installation Excellence. Can you tell us a
little bit about that?

Everything is here, from the commissary,
to the exchange, to the post office, to the
bank. Our customers are number one and
serving those who serve is our honor. Now
that we have that award, we can brag
about it. Our installation is the best of the
best. So I think it makes the associates
and everyone that works on the installation
proud to be a part of that.

MH: This is really a big deal. David Monthan also won it in 2012.
For an installation to win it twice within 10 years is huge. Every air
force installation competes for that. That’s worldwide. Winning means
that we’re the best of the best. Everything plays a role in it – every
organization that’s on the installation. So it’s a big, huge deal for us to
be a part of that. We’re very excited.
HT: Does the award influence the way you feel about working here?
MH: I can tell you that we’re very proud of what we do. Serving those
who serve, that’s huge. Those are special customers. We serve the best
customers in the world. This whole base is one big family. Our customers
technically never have to leave the installation if they don’t want to.
Granite Street, Building 2446, Davis Monthan AFB, AZ • Open Mon-Sun: 5:30am-10:00pm
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.27
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On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Culinary Dropout

B

ILLED AS THE PLACE TO BE FOR ANYONE WHO LOVES
damn good food and drinks, Culinary Dropout has quickly
become the darling of Tucson’s burgeoning gastronomy
scene. In a bid to pay homage to his hometown, creator Sam
Fox (of Fox Restaurant Concepts) set to work transforming the
defunct Grant Road Lumber Yard into a British-style gastropub
complete with quirky decor, inventive cocktails, and comfort
food. Heady Times sits down with Mat Snap, Fox Restaurant
Concepts Beverage Director, to find out what makes Culinary
Dropout so alluring.
Heady Times (HT): How did the concept for Culinary Dropout
come about?
Mat Snap (MS): The concept came about at a time when we were also
opening a high-end steakhouse in Phoenix. We were being so prim and
proper and so well-dressed all the time that we felt like we needed a
place where you could eat fried chicken and ribs and have mix tapes and
blue jeans - that kind of thing. That’s where Culinary Dropout began. It
was our answer to unwinding after opening a big fancy-pants steakhouse.
HT: Why set up shop in Tucson?
MS: Tucson is the birthplace and the genesis of the whole Fox
Restaurant Concepts company. It’s where Sam had his very first FRC
restaurant in 1998. When the historic Grant Road Lumber Yard was
coming up for sale, it felt like something we should do. We knew the
concept would work really well in Tucson and that we’d be able to pay
tribute to Grant Road Lumber and start refreshing that area.
HT: What sets the Tucson location apart from its counterparts?
MS: Each location boasts a more local beer menu. The craft scene in
Tucson as far as beer is concerned is really up-and-coming. You’ve got
so many beers to choose from, we’d be crazy to load up all 18 taps
with just Phoenix beers, or just Arizona beers, especially when there’s so
much to choose from in Tucson right now.
HT: What does Culinary Dropout offer customers that they can’t
find at other restaurants in Tucson?
MS: We like to say you get great hospitality every time. We offer the
utmost of our capability and we don’t take a single guest for granted. We
make sure that everybody who comes in is coming in again. It’s geared
a little bit older than most people would think when you talk about the
brand. We get more thirty-somethings and forty-somethings than we
do college kids, and, to be honest, that’s because we’re not a $2 youcall-it kind of place. We’re more like a great craft beer and craft meal
joint where you pay a couple extra bucks, but it’ll be worth it every time.
That’s what we go for.
HT: So how do you decide what beers to carry?
MS: Well a lot of the time, it’s what I like. To be potentially too brutally
honest, it’s what I like, and what balances out the whole program. You can’t
necessarily have sixty-one West Coast-style IPAs. You need to make a nice
menu that has a good cross section of a lot of different styles. I want to

show off the best of what’s local and then
backfill that with some other things that
aren’t local. You need a light style pilsner, a
couple of big West Coast-style IPAs, and you
need some locals. It’s really putting the whole
puzzle together to make sure that the entire
image fits the brand.
HT: What kind of atmosphere does
Culinary Dropout aim to create for
its customers?
MS: Everything is based around comfort.
It’s all food you can order comfortably and
have a great experience without saying
“Oh my god I don’t even know what these
ingredients are.” For the most part, you’re
meant to come in and feel like you’re
having dinner at an extension of your own
house. You can have a few beers and eat
food that you understand. It’s supposed to
be comfortable and craveable so that you’ll
come back.

2543 East Grant Road, Tucson, AZ • www.culinarydropout.com
6
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NewPRODUCTS
White Claw Hard Seltzer Mango
White Claw Hard Seltzer’s newest flavor,
Mango, features an exceptionally clean,
fresh, ripe mango aroma. The taste
has a hint of juicy, ripe mango paired
with invigorating carbonation. The finish
is crisp and clean. ABV: 5.0%
Package: Cans only
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in October

Harp New Packaging
Coming September, Harp
Lager packaging is getting a
makeover. Designed to match
other Guinness-family brands,
the new packaging includes a
call-out to the aroma and tasting
notes. Taking inspiration from
other Guinness retro packs, the
new look is recognizable to IrishAmerican drinkers and appealing
to new recruits. ABV: 4.5%
Package: Bottles only Availability: Year‑round, starting
in September

Mikes Hard 2/12 Can Variety
Pack Refresh

MoonJuice IPA and
Mr. Pineapple 24 oz. Cans

With summer in the
rearview mirror, Mike’s is
taking the time to re-design
their Flavors of America
package, which features
Lemonade, Black Cherry,
Strawberry and Peach, to
give it a more consistent,
less seasonal look. Mike’s Hard Lemonade is the #1
FMB in the food channel, and Mike’s Variety Pack cans
are delivering profits at retail +36.7% in dollar sales
and +31.5% in volume sales CYTD through June.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in September

Now you can get some of your
favorite Arizona beers in 24 oz.
cans! MoonJuice IPA is crafted
with tons of Galaxy and NelsonSauvin hops, emitting an aroma
of peach, apricot and tropical
fruit. Mr. Pineapple is a stylish
wheat with a tropical personality,
infused with fresh pineapple
juice from Fair Trade Costa Rican
farms. ABV: 7.3% and 5.0%
Availability: Now! Year‑round

Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling
Seltzer Rosé
Raspberry Rosé is a light, crisp
and bubbly blend of raspberry and
rosé flavor at only 90 calories and
zero sugar. Perfect for those hot
days when you want rosé all day.
ABV: 4.5% Package: Cans only
Availability: Now! Year‑round

Shiner Wicked Juicy IPA
An unfiltered IPA bursting with bright,
juicy flavor. The late addition of hops
gives loads of flavor without loads
of bitterness. And the extra dose of
fruit forward hops imparts a distinct,
mouthwatering juicy finish. ABV: 5.7%
Package: Cans only
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in August

12th of Never 6-Pack Cans
The magical, mystical 12th of Never is a blend of old and new school hops that play
bright citrus, rich coconut, and papaya-esque flavors, all on a solid stage of English
puffed wheat. Tropically hoppy. Light, yet full-bodied. Bright and citrusy. Hop-forward
beer expressed in a moderate voice. Pale, cold, slightly alcoholic and bitter. ABV: 5.5%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in August

www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.27
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty
beers and Finley does all they can to get as much product
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in
production for some of these limited release offerings will
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.
Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be
able to offer similar suggestions.

Redd’s Black Cherry Ale
Redd’s Black Cherry Ale is back and ripe
for the picking. This fan favorite delivers a
fruit-forward taste with woody tones and
finishes quickly with a sweet-tart linger. Enjoy
this season’s limited pick while you can!
ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles and Cans
Availability: September

Redd’s Wicked Sour Apple
This fall, Redd’s is putting a sour twist on
everyone’s favorite seasonal flavor. Wicked
Sour Apple is a fruity ale that delivers a mix
of juicy, sour apple and woody character,
followed by a sweet-tart linger. ABV: 8.0%
Package: Cans only Availability: September

Redd’s Pick More Pack
This season, Redd’s invites consumers to “Pick More”
with their new 15-pack can variety. At the same price
as their standard 12-pack, the Pick More
Pack offers even more refreshing
beer for the perfect price. The
variety includes: Redd’s Apple,
Cranberry and Black Cherry,
guaranteeing even more flavor for
everyone. Availability: September

Leinenkugel’s Oktoberfest
The Leinenkugel proud German heritage shines
through in this homage to arguably the world’s
greatest festival. A traditional Märzen-style beer,
Leinenkugel’s Oktoberfest has a toasted malt
flavor and subtle, spicy hop notes that make
it perfect for celebrating fall in true German
fashion. ABV: 5.1% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: August
8
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Blue Moon
Harvest Pumpkin Wheat
Nationally recognized as a seasonal favorite, Harvest
Pumpkin Wheat returns with the autumn flavors we’ve
all grown to love. Crafted with real pumpkin and harvest
spices such as cinnamon,
nutmeg, cloves and allspice,
this seasonal favorite
delivers a taste any autumn
zealot will enjoy. ABV: 5.7%
Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: August

Mike’s Hard
Tangerine Lemonade
Mike’s Hard Tangerine Lemonade
features a classic mix of tangerine,
with clementine and mandarin notes
and, of course, lemonade. The taste
is refreshing, juicy and full of citrus
flavor. The combination of fresh
tangerines and lemonade tartness
delivers a nice, clean finish with
just the right balance of sweetness
and citrus. ABV: 5.0%
Package: Bottles only
Availability: September

Mike’s HARDER
Pineapple Punch
Mike’s HARDER limited-edition Pineapple
Punch has a beautiful pineapple and rum
aroma with hints of coconut and nutmeg.
The taste is smooth with refreshing
pineapple and tropical rum, balanced by the
citrus of Mike’s classic lemon that you know
and love. HARDER Pineapple Punch finishes clean with
tropical coconut notes. ABV: 8.0% Package: Cans only
Availability: October

Mike’s HARDER
Prickly Pear
Mike’s HARDER limited-edition Prickly Pear
is a beautiful, dark red color, typical of ripe
prickly pears, with an aroma that combines
prickly pear, Bosc pear and citrus. The taste
is authentic pears, and the finish is light,
refreshing and clean. You don’t want to miss
this one – get it before it’s gone! ABV: 8.0%
Package: Cans only Availability: October

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Lagunitas Cherry Jane Sour

Lagunitas Mozango

This sweet tart sour ale is full of Turkish Delight
cherries, giving it a puckered up punch of
cherry charm, then it’s fermented with some
Brettanomyces for that extra funky funk.
ABV: 5.5% Packages: Bottles and limited
Draft Availability: Now!

Word on the street is this ale’s loaded with
bunches of earthy-floral Mosaic and citrusy-piney
Simcoe hops AND sources say it’s even packing
some fresh mango juice in the mix. Like a
smooth and aromatic tropical punch, right in the
kisser … Mozango! ABV: 8.9% Package: Bottles
only Availability: September

Lagunitas Dark Swan Sour
It’s a sour ale fermented with dark red wine
grapes, giving it its uniquely deep and rich purple
hue. Then it received the signature Lagunitas
treatment with a healthy dose of experimental
dry hops. There just really isn’t anything else
like the Dark Swan... it’s a dark purple hybrid
ale that takes house yeast and feeds it some
Petite Sirah grapes to munch on. It’s smooth,
slightly sour, and superbly strange. ABV: 8.5%
Packages: Bottles and limited Draft
Availability: Now!

Lagunitas Brown Shugga Ale
Originally a failed attempt at the 1997 batch
of Olde GnarlyWine Ale resulting in an all-newbeer-style Lagunitas likes to call... Irresponsible.
Feeding brown cane sugar to otherwise
cultured brewery yeast is akin to feeding
raw shark to your gerbil. It is unlikely to ever
occur in nature without human intervention,
but it has happened, and now it’s too late.
ABV: 9.9% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: September

Lagunitas Super Cluster Ale
A citra-hopped mega ale of intergalactic
proportions. This out-of-this-world
ale is a galactic blast from the
glass, a citrus supernova in the
sky, jettisoning lupulin lusciousness
through the cosmos and across
the universe of your palate.
ABV: 8.0% Packages: Bottles and
Cans Availability: Bottles now, Cans
in September

Lagunitas Eroica Farmhouse Ale
This is a Lagunitas-ified version of a traditional
Farmhouse ale, aged in red wine oak barrels
and funked up with Brettanomyces yeast. It’s
a golden saison-sour with a nice tartness
that leaves your buds quenched and wanting
more. Proost! ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles
and limited Draft Availability: September

Lagunitas Born Yesterday
Pale Ale
Born Yesterday is a newborn version of Lagunitas’
re-born Pale, a newer new Dogtown Pale with a
fresh addition … They added some wet, lupulindrenched, un-kilned, whole-cone, fresh-pickedand-rushed-straight-from-Yakima hops for your
immaculate reception. This Un-Freakin-Filtered,
wetter-than-wet beer has 11lbs-per-barrel of
Simcoe, Citra, Mosaic and Indigenous Catawampus.
Whoa. ABV: 7.5% Packages: Bottles and limited Draft
Availability: October

Guinness 200th Anniversary
Export Stout
Guinness 200th Anniversary Export Stout
is a variant inspired by the same dark
ruby red color and complex flavor of
Benjamin Guinness’s beer from 200
years ago. Rich and full-bodied with notes
of caramel, toffee and sweet chocolate,
it’s smooth-drinking with just the right amount
of bitterness. ABV: 6.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: September

Guinness 200th Anniversary Stout
Mix 12-Pack
In honor of Guinness’s 200th anniversary
in America, this pack is a shippable
timeline of stout. It includes the 200th
Anniversary Export Stout, Foreign
Extra Stout, Antwerpen Stout and
Guinness Original. Package: Bottles
only Availability: September

Guinness Gilroy Ostrich Cans
Celebrate the campaigns of the 1930s and
’50s with special edition packaging to drive
sales and delight consumers! The newest
limited time offer packaging features the
Guinness Ostrich and will be supported
by social media content. ABV: 6.0%
Package: Cans only Availability: October
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.27
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Samuel Adams Octoberfest
In 1810, the Oktoberfest tradition was born when
Munich celebrated the Crown Prince’s wedding
with a special beer and 16-day party. Sam
Adams’ take on the style blends hearty malts
for a deep, smooth flavor with notes of caramel
that’s perfect for the season, or whatever you’re
celebrating. ABV: 5.3% Packages: Bottles and
Draft Availability: August

Samuel Adams Craft Variety
Craft drinkers want cans and Sam
Adams delivers in their fall can
variety pack. The mix includes
three styles that are sure to
satisfy: Sam ’76, a perfect union
of lager and ale; Red Lager, a
hearty malt-forward style whose
crimson color matches the
foliage, and Dunkelweizen, a unique
and flavorful, hearty, amber wheat beer.
Availability: August

Samuel Adams Beers of Fall
Samuel Adams fall bottle
variety has new, bright, clean
packaging, which will increase
visibility and is consistent with
core seasonal packaging. This
seasonal bottle mix includes
four exclusive beers and two
brand new styles to appeal to
a wide range of drinkers and
seasonal occasions. Included in
this variety pack are: Boston
Lager, Octoberfest, Harvest
Pumpkin, Black Lager,
Spruce Tip Lager and Coffee
Pale Ale. Availability: August

SanTan Oktoberfest Lager
SanTan’s Oktoberfest Lager makes its return on
draft and in 12 oz. cans. A German-style lager that
celebrates tradition with a toasty, strong, caramel
malt profile offering
a clean, crisp lager
flavor made for autumn
enjoyment. ABV: 5.5%
Packages: Cans and
Draft Availability: August
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Firestone Walker
Luponic Distortion No. 10
The lead hops in No. 10 include
cultivars from the Pacific
Northwest, Germany and Australia,
providing distinct qualities of
mango creamsicle, peach ring
and ruby grapefruit. ABV: 5.9%
Packages: Bottles, Cans and
Draft Availability: Now!

Firestone Walker
Leo v. Ursus Doublus
Inspired by their iconic Double Jack,
Firestone Walker Doublus is a nextgeneration double IPA that incorporates
massive dry hopping for amplified
aromatics and bold flavors. The result
is an intense yet supremely balanced
beer that doubles down on a dearly
departed Firestone Walker classic.
ABV: 9.5% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: Now!

Paulaner Oktoberfest Märzen
Served at the Original Oktoberfest 200 years
ago, bottles of this amber Oktoberfest lager are
available in the fall, the ultimate time to enjoy
it. This authentic Oktoberfest is full-bodied
with a rich malt flavor and dark toffee notes,
revealed by an underlying fruitiness and
masterful hop balance. It will instantly turn
your four walls into an Oktoberfest
tent! ABV: 5.8%
Package: Bottles only
Availability: September

Paulaner
Oktoberfest Wiesn
Brewed only once a year
in anticipation of the big
festival, Paulaner Oktoberfest
Wiesn is the pinnacle of
German brewing. Deep
golden in color, this
full-bodied seasonal is
wonderfully mellow with
a balanced, harmonious
taste and a pleasant
aroma of hops. ABV: 6.0%
Package: Bottles only
Availability: September

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Ballast Point Grunion Pale Ale

Dogfish Head Punkin Ale

Grunion Pale Ale wasn’t born on a beach, but
in a backyard. Originating from an employeeonly home brew contest, this award-winning
hoppy pale ale is named after the tiny local
fish known for late night frolics on shore.
A pair of new hop varieties lend strong yet
balanced summer melon aromas and herbal
flavors, while a soft caramel malt sweetness
holds it all together. ABV: 5.5% Packages: Cans and
Draft Availability: August

A full-bodied brown ale, Punkin
Ale is brewed with real
pumpkin, brown sugar,
allspice, nutmeg and
cinnamon. ABV: 7.0%
Packages: Bottles and
Draft Availability: August

Ballast Point
Spruce Tip Sculpin IPA
Ballast Point’s flagship Sculpin IPA shows
its complexity in this limited-edition
Spruce Tip. For a different twist on their
trademark IPA, they added fresh Oregon
spruce tips that contribute a unique
piney, citrus and woody character on
the nose. Plus, their flavor notes of red
berry, lemon and wine grapes perfectly
complement the hop profile. This is a standout in a
forest of IPAs. ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: October

Ballast Point Pumpkin Down
Scottish Ale with Pumpkin
The caramel and toffee maltiness
of Ballast Point’s Pumpkin Down
Scottish Ale is the perfect backdrop
for a boatload of roasted pumpkin.
Just before bottling, a subtle amount
of spice is added to complement,
but not overwhelm, the earthy flavor.
ABV: 5.8% Package: Draft only
Availability: Limited quantities
in September

Ballast Point White Wine Barrel
Aged Sour Wench Blackberry Ale
After resting in both chardonnay and sauvignon
blanc barrels for over six months, Sour Wench
emerges with aromas of freshly sliced white
peach, citrus, woody oak tannins and rich
vanilla. Within every sip you’ll taste hints
of crushed berries and ripe apricots, with
a deliciously buttery smoothness from the
chardonnay barrels, while finishing dry
from the sauvignon blanc on the back.
Easy-drinking for a barrel-aged beer, it’s
tart, refreshing and delightfully smooth. ABV: 7.1%
Packages: Bottles and Draft Availability: Limited
quantities in September

Dogfish Head 120 Minute IPA
The holy grail for hopheads, 120 Minute IPA is
continually hopped with high-alpha hops throughout
the boil, dry hopped, then aged on a bed of dry
hops. Slightly hazy and deep orange in color,
this brew smells of sweet citrus, piney and floral
hops. It’s almost candy-like, with a hoppy flavor
and some hop resin character. Since its first
release in 2003, 120 Minute IPA has been a fan
favorite and is ranked by Business Insider as one
of the 17 most sought-after beers in America!
ABV: 15.0-18.0% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: Limited quantities in September

Dogfish Head
Pennsylvania Tuxedo
A spruce-infused pale ale, Pennsylvania Tuxedo
pays homage to the flannel-suited hunters
and gatherers from the deep backcountry of
Pennsylvania. A collaboration with outdoor
clothing company Woolrich, this off-centered
ale is brewed with fresh-picked spruce
tips, including some from the forests right
outside the Woolrich mills in north-central
PA. Copper in color, Pennsylvania Tuxedo has
a balanced bitterness and a dry, yet doughy
malt backbone that gives way to resinous
conifer notes and a grassy, citrusy kick.
ABV: 8.5% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: October

Bell’s Best Brown
A smooth, toasty brown ale,
Best Brown is a mainstay in
Bell’s fall lineup. With hints of
caramel and cocoa, the malt
body has the depth to stand
up to cool weather, but does
not come across as heavy.
This balancing act is aided by
the generous use of American
hops. ABV: 5.8% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: October
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Shiner Oktoberfest

Abita Pecan Ale

Every September, millions of people from around the
world gather in Munich to celebrate Oktoberfest. If
you can’t be there in person,
you can at least be there in spirit
with this classic brew, made from
Munich and caramel malts along
with German-grown Hallertau
Tradition and Hersbrucker hops.
ABV: 5.7% Packages: Bottles
and Cans Availability: August

Anderson Valley Chai Solstice
A variation of Anderson Valley’s classic Solstice ales.
Additions of cardamom, star anise, and vanilla create
a mélange of sweetness and complexity,
while orange peel, ginger, and black
pepper add a zesty freshness and a touch
of spicy heat. ABV: 6.9% Packages: Cans
and Draft Availability: September

Left Hand Oktoberfest
Biscuity, malty goodness dominates up
front while the noble pedigree hops lend
a properly spicy, dry finish to Left Hand’s
Oktoberfest Märzen Lager. ABV: 6.6%
Package: Cans only Availability: August

This toasty fall beer is brewed with real
Louisiana pecans for a subtle, nutty flavor and
aroma. Pale, Munich and biscuit malts, as
well as Willamette hops, are used to make
this brew something to geaux nuts for!
ABV: 5.2% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: September

Alaskan Imperial
Pumpkin Porter
With over 11 pounds of pumpkin added to
every barrel of this imperial porter, this beer has
a smooth, velvety rich texture. Brown sugar,
holiday spices and a skosh
of Alaskan’s famous aldersmoked malt are added
to create an aroma
and flavor reminiscent
of grandma’s
Thanksgiving pumpkin
pie. ABV: 8.5%
Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: Limited quantities
in September

The Husstler Series
American Lager
Huss Brewing’s take on the classic
American lager: brilliantly complex and
fully flavored with a light clean crisp
finish. ABV: 4.7% Packages: Cans and
Draft Availability: Now!

Grand Canyon’s Clear Water Kölsch
Grand Canyon Brewing is teaming up with Trout Unlimited and Arizona Society of
Homebrewers’ Fall Classic Winner, Jeff Skaggs, to brew a beer together to bring
awareness to issues regarding the beloved Grand Canyon. Trout Unlimited is
spearheading efforts focused on water quality and preventing the lifting of a current
moratorium on mining in the million-acre area of the Grand Canyon National Park.
Clear Water Kölsch will be available in limited quantities in August of 2018. Get it
while you can and help promote a worthy cause in keeping this National Park beautiful!
Please visit Protectyourcanyon.org to find out more about the issues. ABV: 4.8%
Package: Draft only Availability: Limited quantities in August
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Available Year-Round PERFECT FOR THE SEASON
Coors Banquet
Coors Banquet is the beer Adolph Coors first
brewed in 1873. Since then, Banquet has been
brewed only in Golden, CO with 100% Rocky
Mountain water and Moravian barley. It is a
brand steeped in rich heritage and tradition
– well-balanced with malty and fruity notes,
low bitterness, and a crisp, smooth finish.
ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles, Cans, Draft

Miller Lite
The Original Light Beer. In 1975, Miller
Lite established the light beer category
and introduced the perfect balance of
lightness and flavor nationally. It’s a real
Pilsner, brewed to have more color and
taste with only 96 calories per 12oz. –
more taste, fewer calories and half the
carbs of Bud Light. Oh, it’s also the most
gold medal-awarded light beer. ABV: 4.2%
Packages: Bottles, Cans, Draft

Pabst Blue Ribbon
Pabst Blue Ribbon is brewed in the finest
traditions of an American premium lager
dating back to 1844. Brewed with a
combination of 2 & 6-row malted barley,
select cereal grains, and American and
European hops, Pabst Blue Ribbon is
fermented with a proprietary lager yeast.
The unique fermentation and maturation
process results in a smooth, full bodied
beer with a clean, crisp finish and a fine
noble hop aroma. ABV: 4.7% Packages: Bottles,
Cans, Draft

Fat Tire
Classified as an Ameri-Belgo-style ale by the revered
Great American Beer Festival and World Beer Cup
competitions, Fat Tire blends a fine malt presence, fresh
herbal hop balance, and a touch
of fruity yeast to offer drinkers
everywhere a timeless craft beer
experience with a rare blend
of balance and complexity.
ABV: 5.2% Packages: Bottles,
Cans, Draft

Samuel Adams Boston Lager
Since 1984, Samuel Adams Boston Lager
has used only the finest hand-selected
ingredients to create this perfectlybalanced and complex original brew with
a distinctive balance of spicy hops, slightly
sweet, roasted malts, and a smooth
finish. ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles,
Cans, Draft

805
805 beer is a light, refreshing blonde
ale crafted for the laid back California
lifestyle. Subtle malt sweetness is
balanced by a touch of hops, creating
a versatile beer with a clean finish.
ABV: 4.7% Packages: Bottles,
Cans, Draft

Mike’s Hard Lemonade
A hard day calls for a hard
lemonade. The original adult
refresher, Mike’s Hard Lemonade
combines natural lemon flavors
with a kiss of carbonation
to deliver a nice, smooth
“ahhhh”, followed by a satisfying
kick. ABV: 5.0%
Packages: Bottles
and Cans

Dragoon IPA
This is a true West Coast IPA - deep
gold in color, featuring a dank,
herbal, citrusy hop aroma supported
by a sparse malt backbone. It is
appropriately bitter, with a relatively
high alcohol content. ABV: 7.3%
Packages: Cans and Draft

Dale’s Pale Ale
If you’re looking for a fistful of flavor, look
no further than this hopped-up trail ride. It
delivers a hoppy nose and assertive-butbalanced flavors of pale malts and citrusy
floral hops from the first sip to the final
swig. Dale’s Pale Ale is the beer that started
it all for Oskar Blues Brewery. ABV: 6.5%
Packages: Cans and Draft
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Programs
Coors Light: The Climb Starts Here
Once again, the World’s Most Refreshing Beer is partnering with college football
commentator Kirk Herbstreit to give fans new ways to get more out of every
game day. With the Coors Light Rewards app, consumers can earn their way to
redeeming football gear, experiences and exclusive access with Kirk.

Celebrate Mexican
Independence Day
With Sol
As La Original since 1899, Sol
celebrates September 16th with true
authenticity. Introducing “the Bandera
Sol” – Sol enjoyed with a legendary
combination of three ingredients
that pay homage to the Mexican flag
(limes for the green, tequila for the
white and delicious sangrita for the
red). Shoppers will even be gifted
Sol-branded Bandera glasses with
their purchase.

Coors Light Football On-Premise UBER Offer
With the World’s Most Refreshing Beer, there’s
more to get out of game day – even right around
the corner at your local restaurant. From August
through October, when on-premise customers
spend $25 or more on Coors Light and food, they
can text a picture of their receipt to receive a $10 UBER code and entrance for
a chance to win exclusive college football experiences.

The Wild ’Stone Hunt
The hunt is on! From September 1st to October 31st, Keystone Light consumers can
participate in the hunt for the rare orange ’Stone can. Fans who find the orange
’Stone, can display their trophy on mount plaques found inside all Keystone Light
packs. In addition to bragging rights, consumers can also score special ’Stone prizes
online, including T-shirts, hats and coolers.

Fire Up Your Beer With The Redd Devil
Spice up the season with the Redd Devil. This fiery combination brings
together two of fall’s most notable flavors: delicious, crisp apple and hot,
spicy cinnamon. Next time you’re enjoying a Redd’s Apple Ale, be sure to
pair it with a shot of cinnamon whiskey and fire up your beer!
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Programs
Claim Your Corner
With Tecate
Continue to leverage the “Claim Your
Corner” communication platform,
building excitement toward the
Mexican Independence Day fight in
September, and show consumers how
Tecate champions their passion for
boxing and enhances at-home viewing
occasions with friends and family.
The Canelo vs. GGG fight was one of
the most highly anticipated matchups
of 2017. After it ended in a draw,
news of a 2018 rematch between
two of the best fighters in the world
captured everyone’s attention and
excitement. Tecate, the undisputed
authority on boxing, was at the
center of it all.
Tecate wants to make sure the
excitement for the sport goes the
distance the whole year. That’s why
they’re evolving their top contending
boxing program, in hopes that fans will
gather for every fight and decide who
will run the ring, with a Tecate in hand.

Buy Beer, Get Gear With Miller Lite
To ensure continued success, Miller Lite’s 2018 football program has been
optimized for maximum impact. Updated packaging will drive breakthrough
and consideration with consumers, and a robust suite of digital and social
templates provide turnkey opportunities to capitalize on relevant fan
moments. The “Buy Beer, Get Gear” in-pack code program will drive repeat
purchase and increase basket size while consumers are surrounded by a
marketing campaign of TV ads, billboards, print ads, radio exposure and
digital and social support.

Pick The Taste Of Fall With Strongbow
There’s no better place to take in the tastes, smells and sights of fall than an apple
orchard, with its bright colors, fresh aromas and savory sweetness on display for
all. So, naturally,
Strongbow wants to give consumers a taste of fall with the chance to win exclusive
prizes when they pick hard apple cider.
Consumers who pick up Strongbow mini-cans, complete with an in-pack card
communicating the sweepstakes, will also receive exciting Strongbow recipes
perfect for fall and a $3 off mail-in-rebate offer. With an interactive in-store display
piece encouraging consumers to go “apple picking” for the offer, consumers will be
thinking and drinking Strongbow all season.
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Programs

Corona Ready To Score Big This Football
Season
Football season is back – and so is the Corona Gameday Hotline.
After a successful debut season in 2017 that saw the hotline pull in nearly
150,000 calls and 50,000 sweepstake entries, year 2 is primed to be just as
impactful with Tony Romo now quarterbacking the desk.
This year’s program highlights include all new TV spots featuring Romo – the
former standout quarterback and current TV analyst – all-new consumer
promotion serviced through the Corona Gameday Hotline and breakthrough
on and off-premise POS bundles including Spanish language tools and Corona
Premier support.
Ensure you’re ready to capture trade-up opportunities and meet the consumer
demand for Corona, because demand will most definitely be there.
Last season, football viewers increased their consumption of Corona Extra at
more than twice the rate of domestic lights. It resulted in Corona Extra being
the No. 3 growth driver of all beer brands and the only brand in the top five to
gain dollar share during football season!

Corona Tough To Top
For Día De Los Muertos
As legal drinking age millennials take to
the on and off-premise to celebrate Día
de los Muertos, odds are they’ll have
Corona in their hands.
Corona Extra is the No. 1 beer among
millennials during the booming holiday.
But the No. 1 Mexican import brand’s
Día de los Muertos accolades don’t stop
there. During last year’s holiday, Corona
Extra was the No. 3 category growth
driver and the only top five brand to gain
share during the holiday promo period.
In all, the Corona brand family made up 43% of the total Mexican import dollar
sales during last year’s Día de los Muertos promo period.
To help capitalize on these trends, take advantage of the unique suite of Día de
los Muertos-specific POS available – from thematic neons to graphic templates
to coasters, pole toppers, buckets and more.
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Modelo Primed For
More Eye-Popping
Growth During
Football
As one of the fastest-growing
beers in America, Modelo
continues to tackle one of the
fastest-growing sports amongst
Hispanics – football.
This season, consumers will
get the chance to win a trip
to a game in Mexico City
to experience football the
Modelo way.
But the support doesn’t stop
there. Full 360-degree plans
include a bilingual TV spot
to further connect fans with
Modelo’s fighting spirit. The
brand will leverage three
Hispanic football greats who
perfectly embody that spirit
(Anthony Munoz, Tony Gonzalez
and Roberto Garza) not only
in the new TV spot, but also
in accompanying POS. Modelo
will certainly be top-of-mind
throughout football, and the
brand will be positioned to
continue to build on its growth in
the upcoming season.

Programs

Paulaner Prost To The Most
Sweepstakes
Paulaner has three of the top-selling beers in
Germany and the privilege of being one of the
Oktoberfest tents in Munich, Germany.

Win Día De Los Muertos With Modelo
The celebration of Día de los Muertos has taken off in popularity
across the U.S. and no other beer brand can capture the
essence of the holiday quite like Modelo and its authentic
Mexican heritage.
In 2018, Modelo will honor Día de los Muertos with a host of
unique visual designs crafted specifically for the holiday and
seen across a 360-degree support campaign, which includes all
new POS elements and merchandise.
The new suite of elements is highlighted by an all-new retablo
display enhancer. The retablo, an iconic wooden altar commonly
used during the holidays in Mexican households, was designed
by artist Steve Simpson to pay tribute to an important aspect of
Mexican culture.
Modelo will also be supported by national Hispanic and general
market TV throughout October, leading into the holiday.

There are two Paulaner Oktoberfest varieties
available in the U.S. – Märzen and Wiesn. Paulaner
Oktoberfest Märzen is an amber style beer that
was developed over 200 years ago to celebrate
the original Oktoberfest. It’s a full-bodied beer,
which offers rich malt flavors and dark toffee notes.
Oktoberfest Wiesn is a full-bodied golden lager and
is the ONLY beer sold in today’s Paulaner tent during
the Munich Oktoberfest.
To enter the Paulaner Oktoberfest “Prost to the
Most” sweepstakes, all potential candidates must
text the word ProstPaulaner to 81680. One
grand prize winner and a guest will receive a trip to
Oktoberfest in Munich, Germany in 2019 for three
days and two nights and gain special entrance to
the sought-after Paulaner tents. Five runners up will
win an Oktoberfest folding table, so they can bring
the Paulaner party anywhere. The sweepstakes is
open to U.S. residents 21 years of age or older.

Hacker-Pschorr has spent centuries perfecting the art of brewing
to create thoughtfully unique, crisp and refreshing beers. It’s
this incredible heritage and unparalleled attention to quality that
has earned Hacker-Pschorr a coveted spot at Munich’s annual
Oktoberfest, which began more than 200 years ago. HackerPschorr Original Oktoberfest is an amber Märzen-style beer that is
full-bodied with hints of caramel and malt with a rich, creamy head.
In honor of the annual festival, Hacker-Pschorr is set to launch the
“Pschorr Feels Like Oktoberfest” text-to-win sweepstakes, offering
consumers the chance to win a trip to experience Oktoberfest firsthand. To enter, consumers will simply text Celebrate to 81680.
The grand prize winner will receive an all-expenses-paid (including
airfare and hotel) three-day, two-night trip to Oktoberfest in Munich
in 2019. Runners up will receive a set of limited-edition HackerPschorr steins. The sweepstakes is open to U.S. residents 21
years of age or older.
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Programs
Angry Orchard
Bring Home The
Harvest
Angry Orchard is giving five lucky
winners across the country the
chance to win an all-expensespaid trip for two to the Orchard
for a VIP tour experience, followed
by a cider dinner. The trip will
take place during a month of the
winners’ choosing between April
2019 and October 2019. The
sweeps will run from August 17th
until November 1st, 2018.

PBR’s 2018 Art Can
PBR’s annual Art Can Contest is
a two-in-one consumer program.
First, PBR offers $30,000 in cash
prizes in their National Art Contest.
Consumers can log on to PBRArt.com
to submit their entries in either
2D (paintings, drawings, graphic
art, photography) OR digital media
(3D, GIF, Motion Graphics, etc.).
For consumers who might not be
as artistically inclined, there is a
national sweepstakes to win custom
PBR Art gear. A new Visual Scan
technology drives consumers to a
digital destination: consumers just
open the camera on their phone and
hold it up to the point of sale, which
will automatically redirect them to the
applicable website!

New Belgium’s
Tour De Fat Tempe
It’s back! Tour de Fat, the greatest
little show on earth, is about to
embark on another bonanza of
bikes, beers and philanthropic fun.
Entering its 19th season, the Tour
de Fat has raised more than $5
million dollars for local bike nonprofits since its inception. This year
combines headliners Trampled By
Turtles with new and emerging
musical talent from around the
country. It’s a celebration of great
beer, good people, and humankind’s
most wonderful invention – the
bicycle! It’s time to shift gears and
get weird. Ask about retailer crosspromotional opportunities!

Sam Adams Octoberfest returns
this August as one of the most
recognized and beloved seasonal
brews. What better way to enjoy an
Octoberfest than having it poured
in a half liter stein glass? Sam
Adams glassware will be available
for those Octoberfest drafts and
advertising will be centered around
the stein glass, as well as TV and
digital advertising and thematic POS
featuring their signature stein.
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Lagunitas Lawn
Chair Games
Get ready to step up your backyard
party entertainment with Lagunitas’
Lawn Chair Games! Consumers enter
to win various Lagunitas–branded
lawn games, all that can be played
with a beer in one hand.

Programs

This fall, Guinness will help you become a destination for
Halloween celebrations with thematic visibility, sampling and Half &
Half drink ideas!

Guinness
Half & Halfs
This exciting program has been
extended to the off-premise! In
addition to the pubs, Guinness
wants to encourage consumers
to create their own Half & Halfs
(Guinness layered on top of
other favorite beers and ciders)
at home and show off their
creations using #myhalfandhalf.
Explore the possibilities!

Harp Graeme
McDowell
Sweepstakes
Harp and golfer Graeme
McDowell continue their
partnership throughout
the fall with a text-to-win
sweeps, which includes a
chance to win a VIP tour of
the new Guinness brewery
in Baltimore, Maryland!
Consumers can enter to win
now through October 31st.

Smirnoff Ice Football
For a limited time, Smirnoff Ice
will refresh consumers’ game day
celebrations with football-themed,
6-pack packaging and a chance to
win an ultimate watch party. The
national text-to-win sweepstakes
will run from September 1st through
November 30th and offer one grand
prize winner a chance to receive a
flat screen TV and other game day
essentials for an ultimate watch party!
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Programs
Dogfish Head Flesh & Blood & Punkin …
Oh My!
Celebrate the season with Dogfish!
Off-premise, feature two brands that are perfect for the fall season: Flesh
& Blood IPA and fan-favorite Punkin Ale. Punkin Ale is part of DFH’s 2018
Art Series and features artwork by Marq Spusta. Displays will incorporate
thematic signage, pennant strings and banners.
On-premise, DFH will hold events on and around Halloween, using themed
POS, pint glasses, coasters, buckets, pennant strings and even glow-inthe-dark koozies! Events will feature Flesh & Blood and Punkin Ale, and will
be activated nationwide.

SanTan Brewing’s 11th
Annual Oktoberfest
Celebration
Munich returns to downtown
Chandler, AZ with the 11th annual
SanTan Brewing Oktoberfest. Kick off
the autumn season with bratwurst,
pretzels and SanTan’s Oktoberfest
Lager. Guests will enjoy many crowd
favorites including polka music, a
brat eating contest, stein holding
competition and wiener dog races.
Lace up your dirndl, throw on
your lederhosen and grab a stein
because Oktoberfest favorites Reel
Big Fish and Roger Clyne & the
Peacemakers are returning to rock
the main stage. Held at Dr. AJ
Chandler Park Saturday, September
29, 2018. Details available at
SanTanOktoberfest.com.
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Firestone Walker
Consumer Giveaways
This fall, Firestone Walker has
TWO programs for consumers.
First up, 2 for $2 Limited Edition
Lager koozies: consumers can visit
www.believeinlager.com, fill in their
information, and they will get two
limited edition koozies you won’t find
anywhere else. Don’t carry Firestone
Walker Lager? No problem. A second
program is available for consumers to
visit www.FWHatGiveAway.com, put in
their information and they will get a
Firestone Walker embroidered trucker
hat. Both programs run through the
end of September!

Treat your customers this
Halloween with the return
of Ballast Point Victory at
Sea! Perfect for the season,
both the classic version and
the new 2018 blend of High
West Barrel Aged Ballast
Point Victory at Sea will
make anyone’s Halloween a
happy one.

The BeerGUY
The Three-Tier System
By Chuck Knoll
The three-tier
system grew
out of the failed
experiment called
Prohibition. Starting
in 1919 and
ending in 1933,
Prohibition was
a disaster, costing the United States
over $11 billion in lost tax revenue,
and fostered the growth of organized
crime. The three-tier system arose
from the end of Prohibition, designed
to serve several purposes. One of the
most important was to allow states
the ability to control their liquor laws,
including who could sell and distribute,
and to collect taxes due.
The three tiers are simple. There is
the producer…the brewery, winery,
or other entity that controls the
production of the beverage. Importers
also fall into this category. The second
tier is the distribution or wholesale
tier which purchases the product from
the supplier and in turn distributes it
to the third tier, the retailer. A retailer
is a state licensed (or state owned
in some states) business that is
permitted to sell alcoholic beverages
directly to the end consumer.
The supplier and the retailer tier
are pretty simple to understand. It
is the middle tier, the wholesaler,
which creates confusion, and
sometimes controversy. Most issues
with the middle tier are specific
as regards to certain state laws or
enforcement. Many of the issues
actually have nothing to do with
the three-tier system, but it all gets
lumped together.
Briefly, here is what a distributor
does – for simplicity’s sake, we
will talk about a beer distributor: a
distributor contracts with a supplier
to buy beer in bulk for distribution
in a specific geographic territory. As
part of that agreement the distributor
will ship the beer, warehouse the
beer, sell the beer, deliver the beer,
maintain the beer (stock rotation,

install draft handles, even clean tap
lines), execute marketing programs
and special events, pay state taxes
on the beer, serve as a local point of
contact for the supplier, ensure quality
standards are met, and much more.
How do they do all this? They invest
in a warehouse, invest in trucks, hire
salespeople, operations staff, and
invest in an infrastructure that allows
them to do everything they have to
do as effectively as possible. Different
size distributors make different size
investments, but they all need the
same basic tools to do the job. The
investment is large and the ones that
do it right spend what they have to in
order to bring the best possible beers
to the consumer.
There are arguments against the
middle tier; most common are
increased costs and decreased variety.
Neither of these arguments makes
sense. Of course distributors tack on
an added cost over the prices they
pay the brewery, but is beer really
more expensive with a distributor? In
Arizona, we get Bell’s beer despite
being about 1900 miles away from
the brewery. Let’s assume Bell’s
had to sell and deliver all the beer
they sold in Arizona. Now they need
a bunch of warehouses, a fleet of
trucks, salespeople, and people to
monitor the stores the beer is sold in
to ensure quality. This all costs a lot
of money. What about the direct ship
option? To ship a full keg of beer from
Michigan to Arizona would cost almost
$140 and take seven days; to ship a
case of beer would cost about $38. In
other words, shipping alone would add
approximately $1.15 to every pint of
beer from the keg, or $9.50 to every
six-pack. Clearly, direct shipping to
the retailer would not work, so we are
back to building an infrastructure at a
substantial cost increase.
Since it will cost far too much for
breweries to operate in all states,
the logical assumption is that they
will limit their distribution. There are

very few breweries that could afford
to distribute to the territories they are
now selling to if they had to provide
all of the service that their local
distributor does. Things like taxes,
licensing, marketing restrictions, and
more would all have to be handled
locally. And if you think about how
that would impact craft beer, imagine
trying to get a high-end Belgian import
without the three-tier system. We
would effectively be limited to local
breweries, which is not necessarily a
bad thing, but sure does limit variety.
It should also be noted that virtually
all of the top 25 largest breweries in
Arizona use some sort of distributor
as they have long decided that it is
not efficient for them to handle selfdistribution and continue to grow. They
would rather be in the beer business
than the trucking business.
What are some of the other things
that distributors do? They employ
about 100,000 people nationally,
so they contribute to their local
economy. They handle all of the
legalities of distribution, including
the collection and payment of state
and local taxes. The clear chain
of custody that is maintained by a
locally-based distributor handling the
product directly from the supplier
to the retailer under a licensed and
accountable system protects the
consumer. There are numerous
instances of counterfeit spirits in other
countries, some of which just impact
the cost, others of which have actually
killed people.
As you can see there are numerous
advantages to the current three-tier
system. Are there things that need to
be fixed? Of course there are. Many
of them are state-specific issues and
would require fine tuning at that level.
On the whole, the three-tier system
works. Beer gets where it needs to be,
the proper taxes are paid, and, most
importantly, quality standards are
maintained. If there is another system
that works better, I can’t think of it.
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Coors Light – Official Corporate
Sponsor of Arizona Athletics
Finley Distributing and MillerCoors are proud to
continue our alliance with University of Arizona
Athletics. Coors Light is the lead brand in this
partnership, with Arizona-themed point of sale,
increased local media support, and localized
programming to engage consumers. Arizona Football
will kick off with the school season, and the whole
town is excited for the debut of new Wildcat Head
Football Coach Kevin Sumlin. Talk to your Route
Manager about cross-promotional opportunities in
your account today. Bear Down!

Dos Equis College Football Playoff
This year, Dos Equis is celebrating the passion that college
football fans have for their sport by offering them authentic,
once-in-a-lifetime experiences – including the opportunity to
win tickets to the College Football National Championship
Game – every week!
Localized POS featuring University of Arizona College Football Hall
of Fame artifacts and local colors will resonate with consumers
in Tucson. Limited edition packaging, display enhancers and
cross-merchandising partnerships will also bolster the program
and drive consumers to purchase Dos Equis.

